comprehensive theoretical and experimental study of straight and bent coplanar waveguide (CPW) shunt stubs is presented.
. [21] to analyze a CPW shunt stub with bond wires and a modified CPW air-bridge T-
junction.
On the other hand, the Finite Difference Frequency Domain method was used in [22] to treat two common types of CPW air-bridges where it was found that the reflection coefficient (or ,5'it) varies linearly with frequency. This fact suggests that a typical air-bridge can be modeled as a freuency dependent lumped element [16] , [18] , [19] , [28] . [32] . 
A. SDIE Method
The boundary problem pertinent to any CPW discontinuity may be split into two simpler ones by applying the equivalence principle which introduces an equivalent magnetic current 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the numerical results shown here, the considered CPW the straight open-end stub (Fig. 2(a) It can be noticed that the agreement between the theoretical and experimental data in Fig. 6 (a) is much better than the one seen in Fig. 4 . This is due to the fact that the airbridges tend to prevent the slodine mode from being excited in the CPW stubs which effectively reduces radiation losses encountered in the measurements. In addition, it can be seen that the resonance effect noticed in Fig. 4 has disappeared since X3 is shorted by the relatively small air-bridge inductance La.
As a result, with the presence of air-bridges, cavity resonances have no effect on the characteristics of a straight stub as long as it is placed symmetrically inside the cavity. One can also notice an anomalous effect at 40 GHz existing in Fi#. for the bent open-end CPW stub (Fig. 2(b) ) of mean length 1100#m without air-bridges. In this case, the width of the cavity is taken to be 2 mm. It can be seen that the a_eement between theory and experiment is better than that seen in Fig. 4 for the straight stub without air-bridges.
Moreover. it ha._ been found that the parallel combination of .X1 and .V 2 behaves as expected for a real shunt open-end stub (i.e. similar to the variation of X1 in Fig. 5 ). more pronounced in this case than that in Fig. 6 . In addition, the resonant frequency of this bent stub with air-bridges is approximately the same as the one for the straight stub of the same mean length.
B. Short-End Shunt Stubs
Figs. 9 and 10 show Afa. It is interesting to note that for all structures containing air-bridges, the measured resonant frequency is larger than the theoretically predicted one. This systematic deviation may be due to the effect of finite metallization thickness (1.5/tm) which is neglected in the theoretical analysis. The finite metallization thickness reduces the phase constant [36] and thus increases the stub resonant frequency. EEsof Touchstone has predicted an increase of approximately 1.2% in the resonant frequency of a section of CPW of length 1100/zm due to the finite conductor thickness.
Since the experiments were performed on open CPW discontinuities, the measured scattering parameters can provide It is noticed that loss is maximum at the resonant frequency for all stubs, which is similar to what has been found in microstrip stubs [37] . Furthermore, the loss factor for straight stubs is larger than that for bent stubs especially after resonance. This behavior is due to the fact that in the case of bent stubs, the fields radiated by the coupled siotline mode in the two opposing stubs 
